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Dear Sir/ Madam, 

Planning Act 2008 and The Infrastructure Planning (Examination Procedure) Rules 2010 
 
Application by Highways England for an Order granting Development Consent for the 
construction of a new two-lane dual carriage way for the A303 between Amesbury and 
Berwick Down in Wiltshire  
 
Response to request for final comments on representations received in response to the 
secretary of state’s consultation letter dated 16 July 2020 
 
Further to your letter dated 20 August 2020 requesting final comments on matters raised in the 
Hidden Landscapes Project report and comments on representations made on 13 August 2020 
relating to the archaeological find at the World Heritage Site, please find below and attached 
Highways England’s (“the Applicant”) response. The following documents are enclosed: 

• Overarching Summary of Responses to Submissions received by the Secretary of State on 
13 August 2020 

• Detailed Response Tables to Submissions received by the Secretary of State on 13 August 
2020 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Secretary of State’s request for final comments on 

representations 
1.1.1 By a letter dated 20 August 2020, the Secretary of State (SoS) has 

requested final comments from Highways England, Heritage Bodies and 
other recipients, on representations made to, and received by, the SoS by 
the 13 August 2020. This follows a recently published paper reporting an 
archaeological find within the World Heritage Site and the SoS’s consultation 
on this matter of 16 July 2020. 

1.1.2 The SoS received representations from Heritage Bodies (Historic England, 
Wiltshire Council, the National Trust and the English Heritage Trust) as well 
as responses that were supportive of the Scheme (the Stonehenge and 
Avebury WHS Coordination Unit, Prof. Timothy Darvill, Mike Pitts, David 
Dann, Stonehenge Traffic Action Group) and from those opposed to the 
Scheme (The Consortium of Archaeologists (“the Consortium”), The 
Stonehenge Alliance, ICOMOS-UK, the Council for British Archaeology (“the 
CBA”), Amesbury Museum and Heritage Trust, Wiltshire Archaeology & 
Natural History Society, Suzanne Keene, Simon Banton and Simon Bradley). 

1.1.3 This document sets out Highways England’s (“the Applicant”) overarching, 
summary response to the SoS’s request for final comments in relation to the 
above representations. This document has grouped those representations 
into "themes" for ease, many of which have been recurrent topics throughout 
the examination from those opposed to the Scheme.  

1.1.4 To note, a separate document, that accompanies this Overarching 
Response, provides the Applicant’s detailed responses to each of the 
representations made by interested parties opposed to the Scheme. 
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2 Representations supportive of the Scheme  
2.1.1 The Applicant would like to emphasise the strong support for the Scheme 

from Heritage Bodies. Documented support for the Scheme includes that of 
Historic England [REP9-038, para. 5.1; AS-111, paras. 1.2–1.11; TR010025-
001972], Wiltshire Council [AS-112, paras. 5.1–5.3; TR010025-001968], the 
English Heritage Trust [REP5-012, para. 2.1; REP2-090, para. 9.1.2; 
TR010025-001970] and the National Trust [REP2-115; REP9-042; 
TR010025-001975]. Heritage Bodies have provided responses to the SoS 
on 13th August that confirm the comprehensiveness and robustness of the 
documentation provided by the Applicant as part of its application and 
throughout the examination[TR010025-001972; TR010025-001968; 
TR010025-001975 and TR010025-001970] and the comprehensiveness of 
the archaeological evaluations (noting the statements made by the County 
Archaeologist, Wiltshire Council at the hearings [REP4-030, items 5 (i) and 
(ii)] and in writing by Historic England in its submission dated 13th August 
[TR010025-001972]). 

2.1.2 The Applicant would also draw the attention of the SoS to letters of support 
for the Scheme from eminent archaeologists on the archaeology of 
Stonehenge, who are members of the Scientific Committee, including 
Professor Timothy Darvill [TR010025-001964] and Mike Pitts FSA, 
prehistorian and author [TR010025-00835; TR010025-001967] and during 
the examination in support of the detail and comprehensive content of the 
Detailed Archaeological Mitigation Strategy, Dr Andrew Fitzpatrick 
[TR010025-001034]. Other support for the Scheme also comes from the 
recent submission by the Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site 
Coordination Unit [TR010025-001974], the Stonehenge Traffic Action Group 
[TR010025-001983] and David Dann [TR010025-001966].  

2.1.3 With regards to the ‘new discovery’ described in the 2020 Stonehenge 
Hidden Landscapes Project (SHLP) paper, the Applicant has considered its 
contribution to the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the WHS and its 
setting and the impact of the Scheme upon the ‘new discovery’, its 
interrelationships with other archaeological assets and its contribution to 
Attributes of OUV. The Applicant prepared Addenda to the cultural heritage 
chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) and the Heritage Impact 
Assessment (HIA), addressing the ‘new discovery’ and submitted these to 
the Secretary of State on 13 August [TR010025-001979 and TR010025-
001980]. The HIA Addendum specifically considers the ‘new discovery’, 
including the arc of anomalies suggested to form a ‘monumental structure’ 
surrounding Durrington Walls, and scattered large geophysical anomalies 
suggested to be ‘pits’ across the landscape and its significance, its 
contribution to the Attributes, Integrity and Authenticity of the WHS, and the 
impact of the Scheme on the OUV of the WHS as a whole (taking into 
account the ‘new discovery’ and anomalies). It is worth noting at the outset 
that landscape is an integral part of that consideration, given that four of the 
Attributes of the WHS relate to it. The ES Addendum considers the impacts 
and Likely Significant Effects of the construction and operation of the 
Scheme on the ‘new discovery’, heritage assets potentially related to the 
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‘new discovery’, and pit-like anomalies identified elsewhere in the WHS and 
within the Development Consent Order (DCO) boundary. It should be noted 
that in order to ensure that the Secretary of State has the information 
required for a precautionary, worst case assessment, and despite the 
comments of other statutory heritage stakeholders and others on the paper, 
the Addenda take the results of the 2020 Stonehenge Hidden Landscapes 
paper at face value for assessment purposes and do not attempt to 
interrogate the evidence base of those results. 

2.1.4 Importantly, as stated in the ES and HIA Addenda regarding the ‘new 
discovery’ [TR010025-001979 and TR010025-001980], the Applicant 
concludes that the Scheme will not adversely affect the physical remains of 
the suggested monumental structure, or its setting. With regard to the 
additional suggested discrete large pit-like anomalies across the landscape 
outside of the Scheme boundary [noted on figure 9 in the SHLP paper], 
these will similarly be unaffected by the Scheme. Those pit-like anomalies 
within the Scheme boundary will either be protected and retained in situ or 
will be archaeologically excavated and recorded. 

2.1.5 The HIA Addendum concludes that the effects of the Scheme on the WHS 
as a whole, the Attributes of OUV, its Integrity and Authenticity, as assessed 
in the Main HIA [APP-195] submitted with the Application, remain 
unchanged. The ES Addendum has not identified any new likely significant 
effects beyond those already identified in the Main ES [APP-044] submitted 
with the Application. 

2.1.6 The Secretary of State should note that both Wiltshire Council [TR010025-
001968] and the National Trust [TR010025-001975] reviewed the ‘new 
discovery’ in both their submissions in terms of the evidence base and its 
significance; they both conclude that the evidence for a ‘monumental 
structure’ is currently lacking. We would point the Secretary of State also to 
the submissions of eminent archaeologists Prof. Timothy Darvill [TR010025-
001964] and prehistorian and author Mike Pitts FSA [TR010025-001967] 
who disagree with the interpretation of the ‘new discovery’.  

2.1.7 With regards to the assessments submitted by the Applicant as part of the 
DCO Application, heritage bodies responded to the Secretary of State by 13 
August 2020 as follows:  

2.1.8 Historic England stated “We consider that the assessments conducted under 
the Scheme were sufficiently rigorous to inform determination of the Scheme 
and development of an appropriate and proportionate archaeological 
mitigation strategy. The recently published research does not change our 
view of those assessments” [TR010025-001972, para. 2.4.10]. 

2.1.9 Wiltshire Council noted that “In the Council’s view, the findings do not 
change the assessment of impact of the A303 scheme on the OUV of the 
WHS contained within the EIA and HIA. Furthermore, the DAMS and 
forthcoming SSWSIs provide a mechanism for fully assessing any further 
such features which may be discovered during the mitigation phase on the 
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road line and portals, in the unlikely event that they have not been picked up 
during the evaluation.” [TR010025-001968, section 4]. 

2.1.10 The National Trust have stated, “In response to the Secretary of State’s 
request we have also considered the implications for the Applicant’s 
Environmental Statement (ES), including the Heritage Impact Assessment 
(HIA), and the proposed Detailed Archaeological Mitigation Strategy 
(DAMS). In our view there are no substantive implications for the Applicant’s 
ES, the HIA or the DAMS.” [TR010025-001975, para. 7.1.3]. 

2.1.11 English Heritage Trust stated, “English Heritage considers that the discovery 
of the pit circuit does not imply that the heritage assessments by Highways 
England were not rigorous enough... Furthermore, an iterative and reflexive 
process of assessment for new discoveries is already built into the DAMS for 
the Development.” [TR010025-001970, Conclusion 2]. 

2.1.12 In his submission, David Dann, makes the case for improving safe access to 
the area to the south-west of Stonehenge, between the Stones and 
Normanton Gorse, in particular Amesbury G15 (the Sun Barrow) which is cut 
by the existing A303 surface road. David Dann states that this “seems to me 
to be an insult to the monument and its creators” and “clearly […] is an 
untenable situation which can only be resolved when the [existing] A303 is 
removed from cutting across this south-west sector”. The Applicant agrees 
with David Dann’s submission and notes that the Scheme will do exactly 
that. The Applicant further states that the benefits from removing the existing 
A303 surface national trunk road into a tunnel, will improve the setting of the 
Stones and many groups of barrows in the surrounding landscape, including 
the Sun Barrow (Amesbury G15) to the southwest of the Stonehenge stones. 
The Scheme allows for the safe reconnection of the World Heritage Site to 
the north and south of the existing A303, allowing people to explore the 
landscape through the use of existing byways and other Public Rights of 
Way either side of the existing A303. 
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3 Representations from interested parties 
opposed to the Scheme 

3.1.1 With regards to submissions by other interested parties, a number of cross-
cutting “themes” are apparent in those submitted to the Secretary of State by 
13th August from those who are opposed to the Scheme. The Applicant’s 
responses to these “themes”, many of which have been recurrent topics 
throughout the examination, are set out below. 

3.1.2 In general, interested parties opposed to the Scheme have sought to use the 
‘new discovery’ as an opportunity to re-raise their previous submissions, 
despite the fact that they have already been comprehensively dealt with by 
the Applicant during the course of the examination. While the Applicant has 
carefully considered those submissions in the context of the ‘new discovery’ 
and responded in detail to each in the enclosed detailed response tables, the 
key message remains as articulated in its submission of 13th August: even if 
the proposed ‘new discovery’ is proven to be correct, the evaluation and 
mitigation strategies for the Scheme remain robust and the conclusions of 
the ES and HIA on the effects of the Scheme are unaffected.  

3.1.3 The first of these “themes” is that ‘the ‘new discovery’ highlights how 
undiscovered and significant the wider prehistoric landscape is’ which 
is put forward in a range of submissions. 

3.1.4 The Applicant has recognised the WHS as of the highest significance 
throughout its assessments [REP4-030, items 3 (ii) and (vi)]. The HIA [APP-
195] and the ES [APP-044; APP-218 and related appendices] submitted with 
the Application (and the ES and HIA Addenda [TR010025-001979 and 
TR010025-001980]), which include consideration of landscape, assess the 
impact of the Scheme accordingly and assign the WHS as a whole the 
highest level of significance (‘Very High’ – applicable to the WHS and to 
features that convey the Attributes of OUV).  The HIA and its Addendum pay 
particular attention to the prehistoric landscape and the interrelationships of 
monuments and the landscape as a whole, in the context of Integrity, 
Authenticity and Attributes of OUV. The Applicant, however, does not agree 
that the landscape along the route corridor is ‘undiscovered’ and has 
undertaken extensive archaeological evaluations that support the DCO 
application [REP1-039 to REP1-056; REP3-023 & REP3-024] (on which, see 
further below), to add to all of the evaluation already done throughout the 
WHS over the years.  

3.1.5 The second "theme" that arises is that ‘advances in technology will enable 
future research to be undertaken better and with greater understanding 
of the wider landscape and its archaeological research potential’ which 
is also put forward in a range of submissions. 

3.1.6 The Applicant acknowledges that understanding of the uses and meanings 
of the WHS landscape is the subject of a constantly evolving debate. The 
speculative argument that future technology may discover more information 
about the WHS is addressed in the Applicant's Comments on Written 
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Representations [REP3-013, para. 21.4.4]. In any event, the comprehensive 
Detailed Archaeological Mitigation Strategy (DAMS) [TR010025-001951], 
developed in consultation with members of the Heritage Monitoring and 
Advisory Group (HMAG), and with input from the Scientific Committee, is 
designed to capture current research questions and is reflexive and iterative 
in order to respond to and incorporate new technologies, developing theories 
and interpretations as the design of the archaeological mitigation works is 
progressed, and to address new discoveries during the mitigation 
programme. Heritage consultees have confirmed in their submissions that 
the DAMS is fit-for-purpose and that the dDCO, Outline Environmental 
Management Plan (OEMP) and DAMS ensure that heritage advice can play 
an appropriate and important role in relation to the Scheme detailed design 
[see Historic England’s closing statement to the Examination - TR010025-
001736, para. 1.7].  

3.1.7 Another common submission theme from a number of interested parties has 
been that ‘if the Scheme goes ahead, archaeology will be lost, 
destroyed or unrecoverable which could allow for future research and 
understanding of the wider landscape’.  

3.1.8 In response to this, first, the Scheme is designed to avoid impact on 
archaeology as much as possible. Heritage has been a key consideration 
during route selection, one of the Scheme's objectives being to help 
conserve and enhance the WHS. The preferred route was carefully chosen 
to minimise effects on known archaeology and archaeological evaluations 
have informed the Scheme design. The Scheme therefore has sought to limit 
physical impacts on archaeological remains, particularly those that contribute 
to the OUV of the WHS. Second, any impacts of the Scheme that cannot be 
avoided will be carefully mitigated, so that the archaeology impacted is not 
lost, destroyed or unrecoverable. Should the Scheme gain consent, those 
archaeological remains impacted will be carefully excavated and recorded to 
the highest practicable standards in accordance with the DAMS [TR010025-
001951], mitigation being tailored to maximise the significance and research 
potential of the archaeological remains uncovered. The project has the 
potential to create a living legacy of archaeological knowledge from the 
Scheme, as archaeological information, finds and samples arising from the 
fieldwork will be available for future examination and research. The DAMS 
also requires the delivery of Public Archaeology and Community 
Engagement activities [TR010025-001951, Appendix E] and a 
comprehensive publication and dissemination programme [TR010025-
001951, section 9], in order to deliver a lasting legacy.  

3.1.9 Many interested parties highlight that ‘further studies are needed to 
investigate the ‘new discovery’ further and see how far it extended’.  

3.1.10 As discussed above, the Applicant notes that the ‘new discovery’, in terms of 
the suggested ‘monumental structure’, lies to the north of, and outside, the 
DCO boundary and it has responded with HIA and ES Addenda [TR010025-
001979 and TR010025-001980] that consider how the Scheme might affect 
the proposed ‘new discovery’, addressing wider issues of setting and the 
OUV of the WHS. The Addenda conclude that there were no new Likely 
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Significant Effects and No Change to the overall conclusion of the HIA and 
the impact from the Scheme on the OUV of the WHS as a whole, following 
the publication of the 2020 SHLP Paper. The Applicant concludes that there 
will be no impact upon the ‘new discovery’, in terms of the suggested 
‘monumental structure’, or its interrelationships and therefore no further 
investigation is warranted prior to any decision being made on the Scheme. 
The ES [APP-044] and HIA [APP-195] assess impacts on known and likely 
heritage assets for which there is archaeological evidence based on 
previous studies, comprehensive field surveys and ground truthing. Should 
development consent be granted,  the reflexive and iterative strategy 
contained in the DAMS [TR010025-001951] is designed to respond to 
developing theories and interpretations from further studies  and incorporate 
them in the design of the archaeological mitigation. 

3.1.11 A number of interested parties suggest that ‘the boundary of the WHS 
should be reconsidered in light of the ‘new discovery’’.  

3.1.12 With regards to this, the Applicant has previously explained that any 
boundary review would be a long and complex process but that in any event, 
it has already considered effects of the Scheme on assets outside the 
boundary of the WHS in the assessments contained in the ES and HIA and 
their Addenda.  

3.1.13  The Applicant’s cultural heritage assessments considered the fact that 
Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated Sites was in the first cohort of UK 
WHS nominations in 1986, that understanding of the landscape has changed 
since nomination, and that the WHS does not have a buffer zone. A draft 
minor boundary review was prepared in 2012. Taking a precautionary 
approach, the HIA study area considered the findings of the 2012 draft 
review and encompassed related sites outside the current WHS boundary, 
as well as the setting of both individual monuments and the overall setting of 
the WHS [APP-195, 5.3.17; 5.10.2; 5.10.4; APP-218]. The HIA [APP-195] 
considers impacts of the Scheme on the OUV of the WHS and the WHS as a 
whole, including assets and asset groups that contribute to the Attributes of 
OUV of the WHS both inside and outside the WHS boundary, and 
acknowledges that Scheme effects may extend beyond the boundaries of 
the Stonehenge part of the WHS. The HIA [APP-195] also considers impacts 
both on sites located within the current WHS boundary, and related 
archaeological features that contribute to OUV located outside the current 
boundary, including Durrington Walls, Woodhenge and Associated Sites; 
Larkhill Causewayed Enclosure; and Neolithic settlement at Durrington Walls 
[APP-195, 5.10.2]. The ES Addendum [TR010025-001979] and HIA 
Addendum [TR010025-001980] conclude that even if the conclusions of the 
2020 SHLP Paper regarding the ‘new discovery’ are correct, this makes no 
change to the assessment of the ES [APP-044] on likely significant effects 
and the HIA [APP-195] on impacts and effects on the OUV of the WHS and 
on the WHS as a whole. 

3.1.14 The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), Wiltshire 
Council and Historic England addressed the WHS setting study and the 
boundary review at Issue Specific Hearing 2 [REP4-030]. Wiltshire Council 
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noted that the boundary review was on hold, pending completion of the 
setting study. Historic England explained that any modification to the WHS 
boundary (or provision of a buffer zone) would be a lengthy and complex 
process; any modification to the boundary proposed would then need 
approval by DCMS and then the World Heritage Committee [REP4-030, item 
3 (v)]. 

3.1.15 A number of submissions suggest that ‘the eastern portal and eastern 
approach will create a divide between the Avenue and the ‘new 
discovery’ and will deny the possibility of further research in this area’, 
and therefore ‘the eastern portal location should be reconsidered’.  

3.1.16 With regard to any division, the HIA Addendum [TR010025-001980] 
assesses the effect of the Scheme on the ‘new discovery’, suggested to be a 
‘monumental structure’ as Neutral. The assessment of the effect of the 
Scheme on the WHS overall remains unchanged and is assessed as Slight 
Beneficial. It is also important to note that the Scheme has a Large 
Beneficial effect on the Avenue because it remedies the current severance 
caused by the existing A303. 

3.1.17 The Applicant notes that the existing A303 surface road currently divides the 
landscape and severs the Avenue scheduled monument. The existing status 
quo therefore has a Large Adverse effect on the Avenue [see the HIA, APP-
195; pages 354–356]. In comparison, the Scheme will result in a Large 
Beneficial effect through the removal of existing severance, much of the 
existing aural and visual intrusion of traffic from the surface A303, the 
restoration of the physical connectivity where the Avenue is currently 
severed and improvements to the integrity and setting of this monument. The 
eastern portal will be constructed in the base of a dry valley to the east of the 
Avenue and the tunnel portal concealed with a grassed canopy. The existing 
A303 surface dual carriageway will be removed and will be grassed over, 
allowing safe crossing of the Avenue at this point and its potential future 
reconnection as a processional route. The impact of the Scheme on the 
setting and significance of the ‘new discovery’ suggested to be a 
‘monumental structure’ and how it conveys Attributes of the OUV of the WHS 
(which includes consideration of its interrelationship with the Avenue and 
other assets) is assessed in the HIA Addendum [TR010025-001980, section 
6] as Neutral. The overall conclusions and assessment of the impact of the 
Scheme on the OUV of the WHS as a whole remains unchanged as Slight 
Beneficial. 

3.1.18 The removal of the existing A303 surface dual carriageway and its aural, 
visual and traffic intrusion (including current severance), and hiding the 
eastern portal in a dry valley under a grassed canopy, will improve the 
setting of the Avenue and its visual relationships to other monuments and 
the ‘new discovery’ to the north-east. 

3.1.19 With regard to future research, rather than hindering future research, the 
comprehensive DAMS [TR010025-001951] will ensure that the 
archaeological evidence within the footprint of the Scheme will be carefully 
archaeologically excavated and recorded and allow opportunity for future re-
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analysis and interpretation of the results. Should development consent be 
granted, the reflexive and iterative strategy in the DAMS [TR010025-001951] 
is designed to respond to developing theories and interpretations resulting 
from future research and incorporate them in the design of the 
archaeological mitigation and will not preclude research from taking place. 

3.1.20 Specifically, with regard to the position of the eastern portal, in the view of 
the UNESCO World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Advisory Mission 2018: 

“The eastern portal has been positioned in the least impactful location 
available close to the WHS boundary, given the constraints imposed by the 
attributes of the WHS, other significant sites in the vicinity, and local 
topographic and environmental conditions. The location of the eastern portal 
to the east of The Avenue and its siting within a micro valley is an 
improvement on previous options.” 

3.1.21 That statement remains equally valid following the ‘new discovery’, given 
that the ES and HIA Addenda show that the effects of the Scheme are 
unchanged.  

3.1.22 Similarly, respondents suggest that ‘the western portal and associated 
cutting along the western approach would destroy many burials in this 
area and the prehistoric landscape which may be linked to the ‘new 
discovery’’.  

3.1.23 The Applicant has designed the approach to the western portal to limit 
physical impacts on archaeological remains as far as possible, through the 
use of vertical retained cuttings, and to avoid archaeological remains that are 
known to contribute to the OUV of the WHS.  

3.1.24 With regards to burials, only two burials have been recorded in the extensive 
archaeological evaluations undertaken by the Applicant within the western 
approaches, and these were located outside the construction footprint for the 
new road cutting and the portal. The assumption that a large number of 
burials will be destroyed by the road cutting and portals is therefore 
unfounded [REP4-030, Agenda Items 5 (i/ii)]. 

3.1.25 In respect of the prehistoric landscape, the Scheme design removes the 
impacts of the existing surface A303 and the Longbarrow roundabout and 
associated lighting from immediately adjacent to the Winterbourne Stoke 
long barrow itself, at the southwest end of the Winterbourne Stoke 
Crossroads Barrow Group. The surface A303 also creates aural and visual 
intrusion and severance in the western part of the WHS between the 
Winterbourne Stoke Crossroads Barrows and other barrow groups including 
the Diamond Group and the Normanton Down Barrows and isolated and 
discrete assets (including further barrows and the Wilsford Shaft), to the 
north and south of the existing road. The new road alignment would be 
positioned 150m south of the existing A303 and placed in deep cutting to 
conceal the sight and sound of traffic in views between the barrow groups 
and isolated and discrete assets in this part of the WHS. The position of 
Green Bridge 4 would provide physical and visual connection of the 
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landscape between the Winterbourne Stoke Crossroads Barrows and the 
Diamond Group as well as the two upstanding long barrows in the western 
part of the WHS in these barrow groups. This 150m long green bridge, and 
the western portal’s 200m long grassed canopy, would help to mitigate the 
impact of new severance in the landscape created by the cutting.  

3.1.26 The improvements to setting, from the removal of the existing road and 
roundabout from immediately adjacent to the Winterbourne Stoke 
Crossroads Barrows; the removal of aural and visual intrusion from other 
barrow groups and isolated and discrete assets in this part of the WHS, and 
the providing of safe access using improved and enhanced Non-Motorised 
User (NMU) routes, would deliver substantial benefits to this part of the WHS 
following Scheme construction. The Applicant therefore strongly disagrees 
that the Scheme, with its retained cutting and the position of the western 
portal hidden in the landscape at the head of a dry valley, has only the 
negative impacts on the prehistoric landscape suggested by those 
correspondents opposed to the Scheme.  

3.1.27 With regards to the ‘new discovery’, that is suggested to form a ‘monumental 
structure’ surrounding Durrington Walls, this is c.2.4km from the Normanton 
Downs Barrows (at its closest point) and c.4km from the Winterbourne Stoke 
Crossroads Barrows (at its closest point) with King Barrow Ridge restricting 
inter-visibility between the two areas completely. Given the distance, there 
are no links or inter-relationships between the ‘new discovery’ and the parts 
of the WHS through which the western portal and its approach road passes 
and so no change in the assessment of effects of the western end of the 
Scheme as a result of the ‘new discovery’.  

3.1.28 A few respondents suggested that the HIA had been undertaken incorrectly, 
stating that ‘the ‘new discovery’ reinforces the notion that assets cannot 
be looked at individually or in groups, they must be looked at in the 
wider context of the prehistoric landscape’, that ‘the impact of the 
Scheme should be assessed on the WHS as a single entity’ and that ‘the 
Attributes of the OUV would be compromised if the proposed Scheme 
goes ahead’.  

3.1.29 As was submitted on a number of occasions throughout the examination, the 
Applicant has undertaken appropriate attribute-based HIA, in accordance 
with the universally accepted and uniformly followed 2011 ICOMOS 
Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage 
Properties, and the HIA Scoping document, which set out the methodology 
of the full HIA, which was endorsed as appropriate by the 2018 UNESCO 
World Heritage Centre/ICOMOS Advisory Mission and approved by HMAG 
(Historic England, Wiltshire Council, the National Trust and English 
Heritage).Historic England also noted that the HIA was thorough and broadly 
concurred with the assessment in the HIA in its application of the ICOMOS 
2011 guidelines [TR010025-001972], and the overall assessment 
conclusions. In particular, Historic England stated in that submission (para 
2.4.10): 
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"We consider that the assessments conducted under the Scheme were sufficiently 
rigorous to inform determination of the Scheme and development of an appropriate 
and proportionate archaeological mitigation strategy. The recently published 
research does not change our view of those assessments." 

3.1.30 Regarding the need to consider assets in the context of the wider landscape, 
the Secretary of State should note that the Applicant has responded to these 
points throughout the examination regarding its approach to the HIA (see for 
example the Applicant’s response to ICOMOS UK [REP7-021, para 31.1.2]). 
This argument is unfounded, as the Applicant’s HIA deals with the wider 
context at length, including spatial, topographic and chronological 
relationships; inter-relationships and contextual associations between 
individual assets, Asset Groups and areas; and the articulation of the wider 
prehistoric landscape. The HIA considers the wider impacts of the Scheme 
upon the Attributes that convey the OUV of the WHS, (four of which 
incorporate landscape considerations) its Integrity and Authenticity in 
extensive detail [APP-195, sections 6 & 9–12]. 

3.1.31 With regards to considering the WHS as a single entity, the Applicant’s 
assessments already consider the impacts and effects of the Scheme in 
relation to the whole WHS. This point has been responded to at length 
previously during examination, for instance at written question G.1.1 [REP2-
021] and CH.1.4 [REP2-025], as well as the response to agenda items 3 (vi), 
4 (i), 4 (ii) and 4 (iii) in the oral submission report from ISH2 [REP4-030] and 
appendix A of that oral submission report. These submissions detail the 
correct application of the World Heritage Convention as part of the UK's 
legislative and policy framework, and discuss ICOMOS 2011 HIA guidance, 
which identifies that the process of assessing the impact of the Scheme on 
the WHS requires consideration of harm against benefits (ICOMOS 2011, 
paras. 2-1-5; 6-2). Careful consideration has been given to the effects arising 
from beneficial and adverse impacts, presented in HIA section 11, 
Evaluation of overall impact and significance of effect of Scheme on the 
OUV of the WHS. This considers impacts and effects in relation to Scheme 
locations, Integrity and Authenticity, Attributes of OUV, and assesses the 
overall significance of effect of the Scheme. Section 12, Summary and 
conclusions, considers the Scheme’s alignment with WHS Management 
Plan vision, aims and policies [APP-195, section 12.3] and effects on the 
OUV of the WHS as a whole [APP-195, section 12.4]. The Applicant also 
directs the Secretary of State to its detailed response at examination on this 
matter [see REP7-021, paragraph 31.1.2] which provides a further 
explanation as to how impacts and effects have been considered in relation 
to the whole WHS, in support of the Applicant's position that this approach is 
correct and supported by the relevant guidance.  

3.1.32 With regards to the submissions that the Attributes would be compromised 
by the Scheme, these are again mistaken. The Applicant is concerned to 
protect and conserve the WHS and sustain its OUV. The Scheme has been 
designed to avoid or minimise impacts on heritage assets and Asset Groups 
that convey the Attributes of the OUV of the WHS. The Applicant has 
followed the appropriate guidance (ICOMOS 2011). The HIA assesses 
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potential positive and negative Scheme impacts on the tangible heritage 
assets and intangible aspects that convey Attributes of OUV and Integrity 
and Authenticity: the values that make it a WHS. This then leads to an 
assessment of impacts on the Attributes which express the OUV and 
ultimately assesses the overall effect on OUV and therefore on the WHS as 
a single heritage asset.  

3.1.33 None of this is affected by the ‘new discovery’. The HIA Addendum 
[TR010025-001980] focuses on the nature of the ‘new discovery’, its 
contribution to the Attributes expressing the OUV of the WHS, and to 
Integrity and Authenticity. The HIA Addendum considers its stated 
relationships with known heritage assets, Asset Groups and the wider WHS 
landscape, including developing theories regarding the possible zonation of 
the landscape. It assesses the impacts and effects of the Scheme on 
physical and setting aspects of the ‘new discovery’ and on known heritage 
assets potentially related to it. As with the HIA [APP-195], the Addendum 
goes on to assess the impacts and effects of the Scheme on Attributes of the 
OUV of the WHS, its Integrity and Authenticity, ultimately assessing the 
overall effect on OUV and on the WHS as a whole, and concluding that it is 
unchanged from that already set out in the main HIA.. 

3.1.34 One interested party submitted that ‘the absence of discovered heritage 
assets does not mean that nothing of value exists on a landscape scale 
– empty spaces have value in the context of the WHS’. 

3.1.35 There is no connection between this submission and the ‘new discovery’ but 
the Applicant has nevertheless responded to reiterate its detailed 
submissions at examination. The ‘spaces in between’ and the impacts of the 
Scheme on the invisible sites, features and artefact scatters that have the 
potential to contribute to the OUV of the WHS in those spaces have been an 
integral part of the assessments within the HIA [APP-195] and the ES [APP-
044] and in the final DAMS [TR010025-001951]. The conclusions of those 
documents and the Addenda therefore already have due regard to the value 
of those spaces. 

3.1.36 The Applicant has responded to this point previously at examination [see 
responses to ICOMOS-UK, REP7-021, paras. 31.1.2 and 31.1.5]. The 
Applicant agrees that the spaces in between have value in the context of the 
WHS. The Applicant’s HIA clearly states, “If, as is widely accepted, the siting 
of monuments in relation to each other is, or was significant, then it can be 
extrapolated that meaning may also have been attached to the gaps 
between them” [APP-195, 351]. The HIA also cites the 2015 WHS 
Management Plan, which notes, “There are […] areas which appear to have 
been deliberately left empty of monuments. These are important for our 
constantly developing understanding of the landscape as a whole” 
[Simmonds and Thomas 2015]. This is relevant to conveying the sixth 
Attribute of OUV, ‘the disposition, physical remains and settings of the key 
Neolithic and Bronze Age funerary, ceremonial and other monuments and 
sites of the period, which together form a landscape without parallel’. The 
HIA [APP-195] and HIA Addendum [TR010025-001980] therefore has 
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considered impacts of the Scheme on such empty spaces as part of its 
assessment of impacts on the Attributes of the WHS. 

3.1.37 The Applicant’s assessments have considered aspects ranging in scale from 
small individual features identified in geophysical and trial trench evaluation, 
to the landscape-scale articulation of monuments, topography and skylines 
and complex contextual associations and relationships [APP-195, section 
6.8–6.10]. The Applicant’s assessment has regard to historic landscape 
character [APP-044, section 6.9; APP-215; APP-045; APP-195, section 6.4], 
spatial context, geology and topography [APP-195, section 6.2], and setting 
[APP-218]. All of this necessarily includes consideration of the empty spaces 
between monuments.  

3.1.38 It also considers spaces that may seem empty but are not. The HIA 
considers non-monumental sites with no surface expression, including 
ploughed-down earthworks, sub-surface pit clusters and postholes, and 
ploughzone artefact scatters [APP-195, para. 5.10.18]. Proven Early 
Neolithic to Early Bronze Age settlement sites, are assessed as being of 
Very High value [APP-195, para. 9.3.5]. The HIA also considers theories 
regarding movement between areas, processional routes and possible 
zonation. These are all thoroughly assessed in the HIA [APP-195] and HIA 
Addendum [TR010025-001980]. 

3.1.39 The DAMS [TR010025-001951] provides for archaeological mitigation 
fieldwork within the road construction footprint. This commitment allows for 
the careful archaeological excavation of areas that are considered to be 
‘spaces between monuments’ allowing for a better understanding and 
interpretation of their use and meaning. This has previously been addressed 
in the Applicant’s response to Comments on any further information 
requested by the Examining Authority and received at Deadline 5 and 6 
[REP7-021, item 31.1.5].  

3.1.40 The ‘spaces in between’ and the impacts of the Scheme on the invisible 
sites, features and artefact scatters that have the potential to contribute to 
the OUV of the WHS in those spaces have therefore been an integral part of 
the assessments within the HIA [APP-195] and the ES [APP-044] and in the 
final DAMS [TR010025-001951]. The conclusions of those documents and 
the Addenda therefore already have due regard to the value of those 
spaces. 

3.1.41 Some interested parties have suggested that ‘the ‘new discovery’ shows 
how inadequate and ineffective the previous sampling and 
investigation was and/or that other features in the landscape may have 
been missed’.  

3.1.42 The Applicant has already shown in multiple submissions to the examination 
how those criticisms are mistaken. The strength of those submissions is 
undiminished by the ‘new discovery’. The Applicant has responded in detail 
to this regarding the quality of its archaeological evaluations during 
examination and also in its Overarching Response to the Secretary of State 
submitted on 13th August [TR010025-001981, section 2]. The development 
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consent application for the Scheme is accompanied by an unprecedented 
level of detail of investigation of the area of the WHS covered by the Scheme 
in accordance with an archaeological evaluation strategy developed in 
consultation with HMAG and with input from the Scientific Committee. The 
suitability and comprehensiveness of the evaluation programme were 
confirmed in oral submissions put at Cultural Heritage hearings on 5 and 6 
June 2019 by the County Archaeologist, Ms Pomeroy Kellinger on behalf of 
Wiltshire Council [REP4-030, items 5 (i) and (ii)] and as indicated by Historic 
England’s recent assessment of the Applicant’s geophysical surveys in its 
submission dated 13th August [TR010025-001972]. The results of the 
evaluation programme reports [REP1-039 to REP1-056; REP3-023 & REP3-
024] have been approved by HMAG and have been taken fully into account 
in developing the Detailed DAMS [TR010025-001951]. The ‘new discovery’ 
does not point to any deficiency in the scope or execution of the evaluation 
strategy. All anomalies cited by interested parties within the DCO boundary 
as being undetected by the Applicant, have in fact been detected [see ES 
Addendum, TR010025-001979] and considered in the evaluation reports, the 
ES, HIA and DAMS and take full account of the potential for such features to 
contribute to understanding of human activity.  As pointed out in the 
Overarching Response [TR010025-001981, section 2.4], the archaeological 
evaluation surveys have picked up numerous geophysical anomalies within 
the DCO boundary and ground truthed them. The 2020 SHLP Paper itself 
accepts that part of the ’new discovery’ is made up of natural features and 
the Applicant’s archaeological evaluation reports contains careful justification 
of the characterisation of anomalies as natural, which the ‘new discovery’ 
does nothing to affect. The Applicant therefore stands by its archaeological 
evaluation surveys, and the DAMS [TR010025-001951], in any event, 
already recognises that natural features may contain archaeological assets 
and indeed provides for 100% excavation of these features should they 
contain archaeological material. 

3.1.43 Another third party submits that ‘the ‘new discovery’ supports the notion 
that sinkholes are present in the WHS and that tunnel boring would 
cause ground movement and subsequent archaeological damage’.  

3.1.44 As set out above, the Applicant has already carried out detailed assessment 
within the DCO boundary, identifying all of the geophysical anomalies 
pointed out by the 2020 SHLP Paper, and so the ‘new discovery’ does not 
point to any deficiencies in that regard. Moreover, the Applicant has 
committed to the necessary mitigation to protect archaeological assets from 
damage as a result of ground movement via the Ground Movement 
Monitoring Strategy as set out in the OEMP [TR010025-001949 (see 
below)]. 

3.1.45 The Applicant has previously addressed geological, hydrogeological and 
geotechnical aspects of the WHS in its response to Written Question Fg.1.5 
[REP2-031] and at the issue specific hearings on Cultural Heritage [REP4-
030, item 6, page 2-28] and on Noise, Vibration, Health and Wellbeing 
[REP4-033, item 6 (iii)]. A detailed assessment of ground movement has 
been undertaken and the results are set out in the Land Instability Risk 
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Assessment Report [APP-278]. Tunnel movement monitoring stations were 
discussed in the cultural heritage hearing [REP4-030, item 7 (iii)] and 
approaches are detailed in the DAMS [TR010025-001951, paras. 5.2.6–
5.2.8]. 

3.1.46 The Applicant has previously responded in relation to tunnelling vibration 
impacts in Comments on any further information requested by the Examining 
Authority and received at Deadline 4 [REP5-003, para. 11.2.57], setting out 
further information on the ground movement monitoring and complimentary 
vibration modelling that would be implemented during works. These will be 
secured under the DCO through provisions included in the OEMP 
[TR010025-001949; provisions MW-CH1, MW-CH7, MW-CH8, MW-NO13, 
MW-NO15 and MW-NO16], with the development of the Heritage 
Management Plans and monitoring strategy to protect the historic 
environment, further detailed in the DAMS [TR010025-001951, paras. 
5.1.20–24, 6.1.3–10 & 7.3.3 and Appendix C.2].  

3.1.47 The Ground Movement Monitoring Strategy and Noise and Vibration 
Management Plan will address the requirement that best practicable means 
are used to minimise noise and vibration across the Scheme [TR010025-
001949; provisions PW-NOI1, MW-NOI1]. There is no standard threshold for 
construction vibration levels or tunnelling induced ground movements 
significantly affecting archaeological earthworks, such as burial mounds, and 
buried assets, due to the unique and varying sensitivity of such assets. 
There are good reasons to not establish precise levels of vibration for the 
Scheme at this stage, not least given the assessment undertaken to date 
has adopted a conservative approach and is therefore extremely robust, and 
it has not identified likely significant vibration effects on heritage assets. In 
the Cultural Heritage, Landscape and Visual Effects and Design hearing 
[REP8-016, item 4.3 (i)], the Applicant noted that Highways England will 
continue to discuss with key stakeholders the issue of the methodology for 
measuring vibration during the detailed design stage. Key stakeholders, 
including Wiltshire Council, the Environment Agency, Historic England and 
Natural England, will feed into the process of determining the final vibration 
monitoring regime, including in relation to archaeology. The Noise and 
Vibration Management Plan and the Ground Movement Monitoring Strategy 
would both be approved by the Secretary of State, and the Heritage 
Management Plan would be approved by Wiltshire Council.  

3.1.48 Two third parties submit that ‘the Examination should be reopened, 
otherwise it is procedurally unfair’. 

3.1.49 These submissions are clearly misplaced, as set out in the Applicant’s 
Overarching Response addressing the ‘new discovery’ [TR010025-001981, 
Appendix A]. The Secretary of State's letter of 16 July 2020 set out a full 
process for allowing recipients to respond to the 2020 SHLP Paper and to 
the submissions of the Blick Mead Project Team and Consortium of 
Archaeologists or the Stonehenge Alliance on 25 and 26 June 2020. 

3.1.50 Further, by the Secretary of State's letter of 20 August, a subsequent 
process was set out by which interested parties have been given a further 
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period within which to comment on submissions. In addition, the Applicant 
has undertaken notification and consultation procedures mirroring 
Regulation 20 of the 2017 EIA Regulations in respect of its work submitted to 
the Secretary of State on 13 August.  

3.1.51 All interested parties have therefore had full opportunity to be consulted and 
submit representations/evidence as they consider appropriate on the issues 
at hand. The detailed information contained in the 2020 SHLP Paper itself 
and all of those submissions (including the HIA and ES Addenda 
[TR010025-001979 and TR010025-001980]) means that the Secretary of 
State has more than sufficient information to assess the implications of the 
‘new discovery’. The Secretary of State will then need to take these 
submissions into account when determining the application. There is 
therefore no basis for any assertions of procedural unfairness.  

3.1.52 The Applicant refutes the contention by third parties that ‘the ES is not fit 
for purpose and/or the HIA conclusions are void given the ‘new 
discovery’ and must be revised’.  

3.1.53 The Applicant stands by its assessments of Scheme impacts and effects as 
set out in the ES [APP-044] and the HIA [APP-195]. The Addenda 
[TR010025-001979 and TR010025-001980] conclude that there will be no 
new Likely Significant Effects following the ‘new discovery’ and the impact of 
the Scheme on the OUV of the WHS as a whole remains unchanged. 
Heritage consultees including Historic England, Wiltshire Council, the 
National Trust and English Heritage have provided responses to the 
Secretary of State on 13th August that confirm the comprehensiveness and 
robustness of the documentation provided by the Applicant [TR010025-
001972; TR010025-001968; TR010025-001975 and TR010025-001970].  

3.1.54 With regard to the assertion by third parties that ‘the ‘new discovery’ 
serves to show that the Detailed Archaeological Mitigation Strategy 
(DAMS) is not fit for purpose’.  

3.1.55 On the contrary, the inherent reflexive approach of the DAMS means that it 
is ‘fit-for-purpose' and wholly suited to responding where appropriate to new 
discoveries, emerging theories, interpretations and methods [TR010025-
001981, section 5].  

3.1.56 The DAMS is founded on research principles, considering the archaeological 
evidence identified during the evaluation programme and known from other 
surveys in the area against the themes and research questions set out in 
relevant published research frameworks. As part of the DAMS, the Scheme-
specific Archaeological Research Agenda (ARA) has been developed in 
consultation with HMAG and the Scientific Committee, who were invited to 
contribute research themes and questions [TR010025-001951, section 4]. 
The DAMS is designed to allow new theories and interpretations to influence 
the research questions that are put forward in SSWSIs and to vary the 
methods and sampling as archaeological excavations progress, reflecting 
the results and priorities emerging from fieldwork. The ARA was discussed 
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at length in the Oral Submissions at Cultural Heritage, Landscape and Visual 
Effects and Design Hearing on 21 August 2019 [REP8-016, item 5].  

3.1.57 Key heritage stakeholders including Wiltshire Council, Historic England and 
the National Trust consider that the DAMS and its Archaeological Research 
Agenda provide an adequate basis for developing site-specific research 
questions and SSWSIs.  

3.1.58 Wiltshire Council noted that “key scheme documents […] are comprehensive 
and compliant […] The DAMS and forthcoming SSWSIs provide a 
mechanism for fully assessing any further such features which may be 
discovered during the mitigation phase on the road line and portals, in the 
unlikely event that they have not been picked up during the evaluation.” 
[TR010025-001968, sections 2.4 & 2.5].  

3.1.59 Historic England has confirmed that they “believe that the dDCO, OEMP and 
DAMS set out a process to ensure that heritage advice and considerations 
can play an appropriate and important role in the construction, operation and 
maintenance of the Scheme […] we consider sufficient safeguards have 
been built in for the detailed design stage” [AS-111] and in their response to 
the Secretary of State on 13th August, stated “In our opinion the provisions 
in the Detailed Archaeological Method Statement (DAMS) are sufficient to 
enable the Site Specific Written Schemes of Investigations (SSWSIs) to 
draw on the implications of the SHLP research in finalising the detailing of 
the programme of archaeological mitigation should the Scheme be granted 
consent. Safeguards have been included within the DAMS and Outline 
Environmental Management Plan (OEMP) to facilitate the integration of the 
matters” [TR010025-001951].  

3.1.60 The National Trust have stated, “This reflexive approach, coupled with the 
promotion of high quality research has the ability to ensure the 
archaeological mitigation undertaken as part of the Development responds 
appropriately to any new information, and discoveries in order to 
appropriately hone both the creation of SSWSIs, and to allow for further 
modification in light of additional information that comes to light during the 
course of fieldwork” [TR010025-001975, para. 6.1.7].  

3.1.61 With regards to one third party submission that ‘Heritage assessments 
have not assessed the potential of further discoveries’. 

3.1.62 The Applicant notes that it has acknowledged the findings as presented by 
the Stonehenge Hidden Landscape Project and assessed them at face 
value. The ES and HIA Addenda conclude that no new Likely Significant 
Effects have been identified or changes to the overall conclusions regarding 
the impact of the Scheme on the ‘new discovery’, stated interrelationships, 
contribution to expressing attributes of OUV and the WHS as a whole 
following the ‘new discovery’.  

3.1.63 As stated in the Applicant’s Overarching Response addressing the ‘new 
discovery’ [TR010025-001981] the archaeological evaluation reports [REP1-
039 to REP1-056; REP3-023 & REP3-024], the ES cultural heritage chapter 
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[APP-044], the HIA [APP-195] and the DAMS [TR010025-01951] take full 
account of the potential for ‘pit’ features to contribute to understanding of 
human activity. The archaeological evaluation undertaken for the Scheme 
already identified and investigated the large pit-like features within the 
Scheme boundary. The interpretation of these features as of natural origin 
(but containing cultural material) is sound, based on the evidence from the 
evaluations. As far as any additional or wider interpretation that might be 
entertained in light of the recently published ‘new discovery’, the 
interpretation as natural features does not preclude anthropogenic 
modification and the mitigation strategy for the Scheme, set out in the DAMS 
[TR10025-001951], allows flexibility to investigate and interpret such 
features further, taking account of the ‘new discovery’.  

3.1.64 The Applicant does not accept the proposal from Cycling UK to allow 
cyclists to use the proposed tunnel between the Longbarrow and 
Countess junctions. 

3.1.65 It is Highways England’s policy to separate cyclists and motorists on new 
trunk roads on safety grounds and the Scheme provides an alternative link 
for cyclists between the Longbarrow and Countess junctions. The alternative 
route follows the proposed restricted byway along the former A303 and 
Stonehenge Road, linking to National Cycle Network (NCN) Route 45, and 
into Amesbury. Cyclists may then travel along Countess Road to the 
Countess Roundabout to join the A303 east-bound or continue along NCN 
Route 45 to Solstice Park Junction, where cyclists are also able to re-join the 
A303. There is thus an alternative route keeping cyclists separate and safe 
from traffic on the trunk road and enabling cyclists to travel through 
Amesbury to get to Countess Roundabout.  

3.1.66 The Scheme will also provide an extensive network of routes available to 
cyclists including 10 miles of surfaced restricted byways and bridleways from 
which motorised vehicles are excluded.  

3.1.67 In conclusion, and for the reasons set out in its detailed response to Cycling 
UK’s (late) representation, Highways England does not intend the proposed 
A303 tunnel to be used by cyclists. Moreover, Highways England considers 
that the (late) representation submitted by Cycling UK does not present any 
sound or compelling reasons for Highways England to change that intention 
or to change the Scheme for which Development Consent is now sought.  
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4 Conclusions 
4.1.1 The SoS requested final comments from Highways England, Heritage 

Bodies and other recipients, on representations made to, and received by, 
the SoS by the 13 August 2020. This follows a recent archaeological find 
within the World Heritage Site and the SoS’s consultation on this matter of 
16 July 2020. 

4.1.2 This document has set out the Applicant’s Overarching Response to those 
submissions made to the SoS on the 13th August 2020, including reference 
to supportive submissions as well as responding to “themes” from third 
parties opposed to the Scheme. The SoS is directed to the Applicant’s 
separate document, that accompanies this Overarching Response, which 
provides the Applicant’s detailed comments on the submissions of third 
parties opposed to the Scheme. 

4.1.3 The SoS should note that all of these “themes” have been recurrent topics 
throughout the examination from those opposed to the Scheme and there 
are no substantive new points. The Applicant has responded to all of these 
points previously in great detail throughout the examination. 

4.1.4 The comments made in the conclusion of the Applicant’s Overarching 
Response to the ‘new discovery’ [TR010025-001981] still stand: 

“The Applicant considers that the Application documents, and specifically 
the HIA, ES and DAMS, are comprehensive and have been correctly 
prepared in accordance with relevant guidance and good practice. 

The Applicant recognises the WHS as a single asset of the highest 
significance – see written summaries of oral submissions put at Cultural 
Heritage hearings on 5 and 6 June 2019 [REP4-030, items 3 (ii) and (vi)]. 
The HIA and ES submitted with the Application assess the impact of the 
Scheme accordingly and assign the WHS the highest level of significance 
(‘Very High’ – applicable to WHS and features conveying attributes of OUV).  

The Applicant has considered the contribution of the [‘new discovery’] and 
the pit like anomalies to the OUV of the WHS and the impact of the Scheme 
on the discovery and the anomalies. The Applicant has prepared an 
Addendum to the HIA [TR010025-001980] that specifically considers the 
discovery and its significance, its contribution to the Attributes, Integrity and 
Authenticity of the WHS, and the impact of the Scheme on the OUV of the 
WHS as a whole (taking into account the discovery and anomalies), and an 
Addendum to the ES [TR010025-001979] that assesses the impacts and 
Likely Significant Effects of the construction and operation of the Scheme 
on the new discovery, heritage assets potentially related to the discovery, 
and pit-like anomalies identified elsewhere in the WHS and within the DCO 
boundary.  

The Scheme will not adversely affect the physical remains of the suggested 
monumental structure, or its setting. The suggested discrete large pit-like 
anomalies across the landscape outside of the Scheme boundary will 
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similarly be unaffected by the Scheme; those suggested within the Scheme 
boundary will either be protected and retained in situ, or archaeologically 
excavated and recorded.  

The HIA Addendum demonstrates that the effect of the Scheme on the 
WHS as a whole, the Attributes of OUV, its Integrity and Authenticity, as 
assessed in the Main HIA submitted with the application, would be 
unchanged. The ES Addendum has not identified any new likely significant 
effects beyond those already identified in the Main ES submitted with the 
Application.” 

4.1.5 The Applicant finally notes the submissions of heritage bodies again with 
regards to the documentation submitted by the Applicant. 

4.1.6 Historic England state “We consider that the assessments conducted under 
the Scheme were sufficiently rigorous to inform determination of the Scheme 
and development of an appropriate and proportionate archaeological 
mitigation strategy. The recently published research does not change our 
view of those assessments” [TR010025-001972, para. 2.4.10]. 

4.1.7 Wiltshire Council note that “In the Council’s view, the findings do not change 
the assessment of impact of the A303 scheme on the OUV of the WHS 
contained within the EIA and HIA. Furthermore, the DAMS and forthcoming 
SSWSIs provide a mechanism for fully assessing any further such features 
which may be discovered during the mitigation phase on the road line and 
portals, in the unlikely event that they have not been picked up during the 
evaluation.” [TR010025-001968, section 4]. 

4.1.8 The National Trust state “In response to the Secretary of State’s request we 
have also considered the implications for the Applicant’s Environmental 
Statement (ES), including the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA), and the 
proposed Detailed Archaeological Mitigation Strategy (DAMS). In our view 
there are no substantive implications for the Applicant’s ES, the HIA or the 
DAMS.” [TR010025-001975, para. 7.1.3]. 

4.1.9 English Heritage Trust state “English Heritage considers that the discovery 
of the pit circuit does not imply that the heritage assessments by Highways 
England were not rigorous enough... Furthermore, an iterative and reflexive 
process of assessment for new discoveries is already built into the DAMS for 
the Development.” [TR010025-001970, Conclusion 2]. 

 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































